Waxman-Markey Climate Bill Heads to Senate
by Gene Fry
July 5, 2009 - The Waxman-Markey Climate & Energy Bill (American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009, H.R. 2454) passed the U.S. House of Representatives on June 26, 2009 by a vote of 219-212.  While 55 Democrats voted against it, 211 Democrats and 8 Republicans voted for it.  Almost all of the votes in the last 2 minutes were Nays, once the bill had clinched passage.
Analyst Nate Silver at www.fivethirtyeight.com identified 6 factors to explain 74% of the variation in the way Representatives voted.  In order from most explanatory, they are ideology, district partisan lean, lobbying money, local carbon emissions per capita, poverty rate (low rate = likelier Yea), and employment in carbon-intensive industries.  The unlikeliest Nay votes were Kucinich, Stark, and DeFazio.  Did the bill not go far enough for them?
A Senate nose count (www.eedaily.com) goes like this.  Yes - 35 Democrats, No - 22 Republicans, probably Yes – 10 Senators, on the fence - 23, probably No - 10.  Leaning in favor (* = voted for cloture 2 years ago, ° = against) are Baucus*, Bayh*, Burris, Bennet, Bingaman*, Cantwell*, Collins*, Hagan, Snowe*, and Warner.
Leaning against are Brownback°, Byrd, Cochran°, Crapo°, Grassley°, Isakson°, Ben Nelson*, Risch, Thune°, and Voinovich°.
On the fence are Alexander°, Begich, Brown°, Conrad, Corker°, Dorgan°, Graham, Gregg, Johnson°, Landrieu°, Levin*, Lincoln*, Lugar°, Martinez*, McCain*, McCaskill*, Murkowski, Pryor*, Rockerfeller*, Specter, Stabenow*, Tester*, and Webb*.  Lugar and Graham have urged strong action, including nuclear power, against climate change, while McCain has called climate change’s effects devastating.
The bill (see a more detailed summary at http://thomas.loc.gov/cgiin/bdquery/z?d111:HR02454:@@@D&summ2=m&) requires the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to cap and then reduce annually allowed greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, to 97% of 2005 levels by 2012, 83% by 2020, 58% by 2030, and 17% by 2050, using a federal GHG registry for already emission-regulated stationary sources.  It establishes carbon dioxide (CO2) equivalent values for methane, nitrous oxide, and four classes of GHGs.  States may not implement GHG cap & trade programs during 2012-2017.
Entities can comply by holding emission allowances or using offset credits.   The bill establishes an Offsets Integrity Advisory Board.  International offsets are allowed.  Allowances can be traded, banked, borrowed, sold, transferred, held, or retired.  The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission will have some jurisdiction over this.  The EPA will auction 1-3% of allowances each quarter from a strategic reserve.  The EPA must encourage reduced GHG emissions from deforestation in developing countries.
	“Free” allowances are allocated for (1) reduced deforestation; (2) energy consumers; (3) low-income consumers and worker investment; (4) energy-intensive, trade-exposed industries; (5) carbon capture and storage (CCS); (6) energy efficiency and renewables; (7) Clean Energy Innovation Centers; (8) clean vehicle investment; (9) domestic refiners; (10) domestic wildlife and natural resource adaptation; and (11) international clean technology deployment.
The bill will set GHG emission performance standards for stationary sources that emit over 10,000 tons per year of CO2 equivalent and jointly emit 20% of uncapped GHG gas emissions (10% of methane emissions).  It will require regulations to phase out manufacture of certain GHGs and reduce emissions of black carbon soot.
The bill sets an efficiency / new renewable electricity standard, which rises from 6% in 2012 to 9.5% in 2014, 13% in 2016, 16.5% in 2018, and 20% in 2021.  It provides for renewable electricity credits, plus standards to measure energy efficiency savings.  
	It revises energy efficiency rules for motors, lighting, appliances, and industry generally.  It upgrades energy conservation standards for new buildings.  It establishes (1) standards for a home retrofit policy; (2) performance labels for building energy use; and (3) low-income rebates to upgrade from pre-1976 manufactured homes to new Energy Star ones.
It promotes an electric vehicle infrastructure, with financial aid for plug-in vehicle manufacturing.  It requires the President to set motor vehicle emission standards.  It will set emission standards for specified mobile sources.
	It promotes a smart grid (2-way communication and action between appliances and grid operators) by (1) including compatibility on appliance energy guide labels; (2) requiring FERC to support peak demand reduction goals; and (3) reauthorizing the energy efficient, smart appliance rebate program.  It requires FERC to facilitate renewable and other zero-carbon energy sources in its transmission planning.
	It requires the EPA to address barriers to CCS, and to establish permitting and rules for geologic sequestration.  It funds a Carbon Storage Research Corporation from fossil fuel-based electricity distributors.  It establishes performance standards for new coal-fired power plants.
	It establishes Clean Energy Innovation Centers to further state-of-the-art energy technologies.  It provides grants to improve energy efficiency, develop renewable and distributed energy, promote low-income jobs, and increase energy conservation in low-income communities.  It promotes cogeneration (heat recovery from electric generation, as steam, hot water, or chilled water).
It promotes careers and jobs in renewable energy, energy efficiency, and climate change mitigation, while providing climate change adjustment assistance to affected workers.  Low-income households will receive a monthly cash energy refund equal to their loss from higher energy bills.
The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates that its provisions will cost the average household $175 per year in 2020.  That’s about $66 per person per year, or 18¢/day.  The CBO estimates are a quarter of ones based on Obama’s budget assumption of $13.70 per ton for a CO2 allowance, but quite compatible with June 2009 RGGI auction prices ($3.23 per ton of CO2).  The CBO does not estimate reduced damages from taking action (the cost of inaction).  The Stern Review estimated those at $74 trillion, or $50,000 per American.  (See “The Stern Report: the Economics of Climate Change,” BATE, December 2006.)
After the low-income refunds, the CBO estimates work out to no added cost for households with incomes in the lowest 40%, and $235-$340 per year more for higher-income households.  Twenty-one states face $148-$193 more per year per household.  Among populous states, California households face $132 more per year, Texas $232, New York $71, Florida $48, Illinois $192, Pennsylvania $166, Ohio (median state) $161, Michigan $191, New Jersey $294, Georgia $193, North Carolina $93, and Virginia $160.

